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An Economic Assessment of Western Oregon's Private Forests with
Streamside Management Restrictions

Introduction

The number of anadramous salmonids returning to spawn in western Oregon waters each

year does not meet public expectations, hence the requirement for recovery efforts (National

Research Council 1996). Habitat quality on private lands plays an important role in the vigor of

salmonid populations in surrounding public and private waters. Since public interest in the

recovery and habitat provision for these salmonids may not be adequately addressed by some

private forest management activities, policymakers are attempting to develop strategies to balance

forest ecosystem health and commodity production goals (Kohm and Franklin 1997). Assessing

the benefits and costs of riparian zone management alternatives plays an important role in

defining this balance.

Argument against the sustainability of current riparian area management practices rests on

the proposition that ecosystem disturbances are too frequent, are not distributed ideally over

space, and are too intense to permit ecological processes that were able to sustain terrestrial and

aquatic plant and animal populations in the past (Reeves et al. 1995, McComb and Hagar 1995).

Li and Gregory (1995) direct attention to the impacts of unnatural disturbances in plant life and

woody litter on the natural foodweb. Specifically, changes in the energy source and foodweb may

have an adverse cascading effect through vertebrates and invertebrates in the forest. Older forests

therefore not only protect and provide shade for streams, but also enhance aquatic habitat by

maintaining a more natural foodweb, producing larger woody debris, richer ground litter, and

providing more valuable time for other natural systems to develop (Reeves et al. 1995).

Progress toward riparian area restoration will, at a minimum, require a combination of later

harvest ages and undisturbed streamside forestland. Franklin et al. (1997) suggest that a proposal

for generic ecosystem improvement using longer rotations would increase the timing of final

harvest by 50 to 300 percent1, accompanied by some degree of stand retention at harvest. Reeves

et al. (1995) suggest that along with reserving key habitat areas in each watershed, one

component of a management regime designed to satisfy the habitat needs of coastal Oregon

anadramous salmonids could be to lengthen rotation ages to between 150 and 200 years.
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This study is motivated by the likelihood that removing streamside buffer acreage from

economically optimal timber harvest prescriptions will enhance anadramous salmonid habitat

(Reeves et al. 1995). The specific nature and effect of this enhancement is not considered. Rather,

the impacts on aggregated log market and timber inventory trends of different riparian

management policies are examined. To properly develop quality habitat, each riparian zone

should have a unique management plan defining the area and management activities through

time, based on the individual watershed conditions and needs (Gregory 1997). However, these

riparian zones have thus far been protected through more pragmatic policies defining allowable

management practices within a given distance of specific water classes. These are the types of

policies examined in this study. For descriptions of such policies in Oregon and other Pacific

Northwest states, see the comparison in Gregory (1997).

While improving aquatic habitat, such management policies will impact Oregon's timber

market behavior and reduce the aggregate asset value of private forests (for example, see Olsen et

al. 1987). Many interrelated factors determine the nature of these economic impacts, including

forest inventory structure, stand yield potential and respective management costs, and the

structure of log demand and supply in domestic, import, and export markets. These factors

interact to arrive at log prices, harvest levels, and changes in consumer and producer surplus in

the log market resulting from management restrictions. Modeling these as interdependent

relations provides a deeper understanding of how various riparian area management policies can

be expected to impact the forest inventory and timber economy in western Oregon at an

aggregated level through time. The ecological benefits of such policies are not considered here,

though critical to determination of suitable public policy.

Previous assessments of Oregon's timber harvest potential did not consider alternative

silvicultural management policies on private forests (Sessions 1990, Beuter et al. 1976). These

studies utilize the Timber Resource Economic Estimation System (Tedder et al. 1980), which

determines sustainable harvest levels under various management assumptions. This is a binary

search model that offers insight into the production possibilities of a forest given an objective

function and set of exogenous parameters. Management activities, excluding the timing of final

harvest, are assumed to be known for all acres throughout the projection period. Hence, economic

criteria were not addressed endogenously. A different approach is needed when management

behavior depends on economic criteria such as timber prices, and vice versa. In order to

understand how a previously untried policy is likely to impact aggregate forest management

through time, the model should reflect the actual decision-making environment as close as is

For example, a current harvest age of 50 years would increase to between 75 and 200 years.
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practical. A useful economic assessment of alternative management policies, therefore, models

the behavioral interaction between forest management and the timber economy.

Market driven harvest scheduling was first approached by Walker (1971) using the

Economic Harvest Optimization Model (ECHO). This problem formulation and solution

algorithm was slightly modified by Johnson and Scheurman (1977). The ECHO algorithm

schedules harvests with recognition that quantity harvested impacts price, an alternative to

methods based solely on volume flow objectives. Given a downward sloping demand function,

the algorithm schedules harvests to maximize the net present value (NPV) of net revenue over the

projection period. A major limitation of this algorithm is its lack of a feedback mechanism

between how future management impacts the current management decision and, in turn, timber

price. Specifically, the value of a harvested acre in a given period does not depend on the optimal

value of future timber rotations on this acre. The value of future timber rotations, and hence the

management activities currently pursued, are therefore ignored in each period's harvesting

decisions and price determination. Jonhson and Scheurman (1977) briefly note that this type of

problem can be formulated using quadratic programming, accounting for the feedback

mechanism and endogenous management activities. They do not, however, provide detail or

results for this problem.

The Timber Supply Model (TSM), developed by Lyon and Sedjo (1983), remedied some of

the limitations of the ECHO algorithm. The TSM is an optimal control formulation that

maximizes the NPV of consumers' plus producers' surplus (social surplus) in the world log

market through time subject to ending conditions (fully regulated forests). This formulation

determines the optimal volume of timber harvest in each period, accounting for both the

downward sloping demand function and the value of future rotations. Management costs and

activities are endogenously determined The optimal control formulation (explicit calculus-based

marginal analysis) of the TSM limits its usefulness in dealing with the complex data structure and

constraint flexibility desired in this study.

Theoretically consistent with the TSM, the Forest and Agricultural Sector Optimization

Model (FASOM) (Adams et al. l996a, 1996b) follows the general market model approach

described by Samuelson (1952). The objective is again to maximize log market social surplus.

Rather than an explicit optimal control formulation, however, the FASOM is a more flexible

nonlinear programming model constructed in a method similar to the non-spatial market model

developed in Takayama and Judge (1971). This modeling framework determines management

behavior on each regenerated acre through time, according to management and inventory

constraints, such that the NPV of log market social surplus is maximized. Similar models for
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other natural resources and agricultural commodities are plentiful (see, for example, McCarl et al.

1993, Ward and Kerkvliet 1993).

The Timber Market Projections for Oregon (TMPO) model developed in this study is an

optimization model of western Oregon's log market similar in structure to the FASOM. By

maximizing the objective function, this model determines optimal forest management activities,

timber harvest and trade levels, forest inventory levels, and the resulting log prices and forestland

values in western Oregon through time. The sensitivity of these variables to increased minimum

harvest age, set-aside area and other management restrictions on privately owned streamside

acres is the policy focus of the study. Modeling the combined reaction of such variables to policy

changes offers a deeper understanding of the policy's impacts on the forest inventory structure

and timber economy.



Model Development

The theoretical foundation of the TMPO model is described by Samuelson (1952) and

further explained and refined by Takayama and Judge (1971). Softwood sawtimber represents the

commodity driving the market optimization, and this market is assumed perfectly competitive.

The main implication of this assumption is that all producers and consumers are assumed to take

prices as given (i.e. no single actor has enough selling/purchasing power to influence the market

clearing price)2.

There is a single sawtimber demand region representing western Oregon consumers (mills).

Logs are supplied to western Oregon mills from producers in western Oregon and in other

producing regions. Logs harvested in western Oregon are either used by western Oregon mills or

exported to another demand region. All management decisions on regenerated acres, as well as

the harvest timing decision on existing acres, are determined endogenously. The model runs in

five-year time increments from 1995 to 2120. At the end of the last period, acreage is valued by

assuming a perpetual periodic harvest volume determined by the aggregated growing stock at the

end of the last period and a fully regulated forest. Periodic harvest, import, and export log

quantities are allocated equally to each year within a five-year period. Revenues and costs

associated with these quantities are discounted within each five-year period. The discount rate in

this study is 4 percent. Sensitivity of results is noted for discount rates of 2 and 6 percent. Due to

possible ending condition biases, policy analysis is limited to the projections for the first

50 years3.

The objective function driving this optimization problem is to maximize the discounted

sum of producers', consumers', and trade surplus in western Oregon's softwood sawtimber log

market through time net of capacity adjustment costs (Appendix A, equation 1). A small amount

of surplus is also attributed to terminal conditions and fixed public harvest volume. This surplus

considers only net benefits derived from direct production and sale/purchase of softwood

sawtimber logs. Other benefits and costs related to the timber economy, such as employment,

environmental quality and community stability, are not considered in this study. This general

objective (consumers' plus producers' surplus) was coined net social payoff by Samuelson

5

2
Alternatively, since both consumers and producers make the exact number of transactions desired at the

market price, neither has an incentive to alter this price.

The last simulation period is distant enough so that results for the first 50 years do not change
significantly when terminal conditions are ignored.
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(1952). Given the assumption of perfectly competitive markets, the demand function represents

both the consumers' willingness to pay and the producers' marginal revenue. Hence, the price-

quantity equilibrium resulting from maximizing net social payoff satisfies both the producers' and

consumers' separate maximization problems4 given that supply must equal demand. All private

owners are assumed to maximize profit from softwood production.

The aggregate demand for softwood sawtimber by Western Oregon mills in each period is

determined by a price sensitive demand function. Price sensitive export demand and import

supply functions are also included to account for log flows to and from western Oregon. That is,

log markets outside western Oregon are not modeled with market or resource detail. Demand for

exports from, and supply of imports to, western Oregon is determined by price sensitive functions

derived from historic price response behavior Minimum pulpwood and fuelwood production

quantities of both softwood and hardwood are specified exogenously for each period. The

quantities produced of these products are small and have historically had little impact on

sawtimber log market behavior.

The TMPO model's objective is maximized subject to 4 types of constraints:

Timberland balance constraints are formulated using the model II (Johnson and Scheurman,

1977) structure5. All acres in the beginning inventory base must be either harvested or

reserved during the projection period (Appendix A, equation 2a). In each period, replanted

acres must equal the total acreage harvested (Appendix A, equation 2b). The number of acres

in each private ownership group does not change during the projection period, however this

can be modified to reflect exogenous land base shifts. Minimum harvest ages exist for both

original and regenerated stands ranging from 40 to 50 years, depending on species, site, and

management intensity class.

The periodic quantity of softwood sawtimber logs demanded by, and delivered to, western

Oregon mills equals the quantity of softwood sawtimber logs harvested from existing and

regenerated acres plus the quantity imported from outside western Oregon and the quantity

Consumers want to maximize net utility from log consumption. Producers want to maximize profit from
log production.

The TMPO model allows both model I and model II harvest scheduling/inventory formulations,
depending on user specification. All acres are enrolled in the model II structure for this study.



supplied from public ownerships less the quantity exported to neighboring states and abroad

(Appendix A, equation 3).

Capacity for log processing must be at least as large as the quantity of logs demanded in each

period. Periodic processing capacity is endogenously determined and costs of building

capacity are described in the data section. Both existing (at start of simulation) and new

capacity levels depreciate over time such that capacity must be added in order to maintain the

same or greater processing levels (Appendix A, equation 4).

A certain percentage of hardwood acreage existing at the start of the problem must remain

either red alder or other hardwoods as the primary species throughout the simulation. This

percentage is 50% for both industry and industry-like owners and 80% for other nonindustrial

owners. This constraint is designed to recognize that some existing hardwood acreage will

not realistically be converted to softwood (Appendix A, equation 5).

Logs supplied by western Oregon producers: The forest inventory and harvest scheduling

formulations keep track of acreage and merchantable volume by age cohort, county group, owner,

primary species, site class, resource zone, slope class, stream proximity, and management

intensity class through time. Age cohorts are split into five-year classes extending to 100 years.

Western Oregon producing regions are represented by the following county groups: north coast,

north valley, south coast, and south valley6. Private ownership groups include industrial

(processing facilities), industry-like (more than 5,000 acres with no processing facilities), and

other nonindustrial (less that 5,000 acres with no processing facilities). The primary timber

species are Douglas-fir, western hemlock!Sitka spruce, other softwoods, red alder, and other

hardwoods. Each primary species is assumed to have fixed proportions of merchantable volume

allocated to the six log products: sawtimber, pulpwood, and fuelwood for both hardwoods and

softwoods. Each acre is assigned a productivity (site) class of either low (0-119 cubic

ft./acre/year), medium (120-164 cubic ft./acre/year), or high (165+ cubic ft./acre/year). Resource

zones containing the forest acreage includeforest only, mixed forest and agriculture, mixed forest

and urban, and urban only.

7

coast counties: Clatsop, Columbia, Tillamook, Washington, Yamhill, Polk, Lincoln, Benton,
western Lane. North valley counties: Multnomah, Hood River, Clackamas, Marion, Linn, eastern Lane.
South coast counties: Coos, Curry, western Douglas. South valley counties: Josephine, Jackson, eastern
Douglas.



Each FIA plot has a stream class value of either none, class 1, or class 2. These classes are

defined by USDA-FS (1989, pAl) as follows:

class 1: Waters which are valuable for domestic use or important for angling or other
recreation and/or used by significant number of fish for spawning, rearing, or migration
routes. Stream flows may be either perennial or intermittent. Includes open bodies of
water such as lakes.

class 2: Any headwater streams or minor drainages that generally have limited or no
direct value for angling or other recreation. They are used by few, if any, fish for
spawning or rearing. Their principle value lies in their influence on water quality or
quantity downstream in class 1 waters. Stream flow may be perennial or intermittent.

Each acre is given one of three stream class/proximity values: class 1 or class 2 water

within 17 meters of any point on the acre, between 18 and 40 meters of any point, or not within

40 meters of any point. This stream classification results from the double sampling technique

used to develop the inventory data used in this study (see data section). This technique places a

certain percentage of acres in the various stream classes, based on stream sampling data, realizing

none of these acres alone will actually have the given stream proximity at every point. Slope

classes include 0 to 49 percent, 50 to 69 percent, and 70 percent and over. Management intensity

options include: natural regeneration only; plant only; natural or plant and precommercial thin;

plant and commercial thin; plant, precommercial thin, and commercial thin; plant,

precommercial thin, commercial thin, and fertilize; and plant, partial harvest (15 percent of

stumpage volume harvested each entry). Forest acreage existing at the start of the problem is

assumed to remain in its assigned management intensity class until harvested (see Appendix C).

The management intensity decision for regenerated acres is endogenous. Ownership, site class,

resource zone, slope class, and stream proximity/class on each acre do not change during the

simulation.

Periodic producer surplus for western Oregon private producers is the delivered mill price

of softwood sawtimber multiplied by the quantity of this material supplied, less all costs

associated with this production. Production costs in each period include harvesting and

transporting softwood sawtimber to the demand center (sawmill), planting new stands with any

species, and management activities on all non-harvested stands of any species.

Softwood sawtimber volumes supplied to western Oregon mills from public ownerships in

western Oregon help determine the softwood sawtimber price (via the demand balance equation)

and meet the minimum harvest requirements for the other log products. These volumes are

specified exogenously throughout the simulation horizon and provide roughly ten percent of

softwood sawtimber used by western Oregon mills in each period. There are three public

8



ownership groups: US Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and other public

(state, county).

Softwood sawtimber demand in western Oregon: The aggregate periodic demand for

softwood sawtimber by western Oregon mills depends, in part, on its price. The price in each

period is the price mills pay per cubic foot of softwood sawtimber material (delivered). The cost

of delivering this material to the demand region is paid by producers and, in the current analysis,

does not depend on the location of production. A fixed average hauling distance is assumed for

all regions. Derived input demand theory suggests which variables to include when developing a

price sensitive periodic softwood sawtimber demand function. The nature of this function

determines how sensitive quantity demanded is to price movement, and thus plays a role in

determining prices and quantities through time.

Annual consumer surplus is defined as the area beneath this demand function integrated to

the quantity demanded in a given year less the product of price and the quantity demanded.

Sawtimber demanded in western Oregon can be supplied by private and public western Oregon

producers and imported from other producing regions. While only the softwood sawtimber

portion of total log volume contributes to consumer surplus, minimum quantities for both

hardwood and softwood pulpwood, and fuelwood and hardwood sawtimber supply are specified

exogenously for each period. These quantities are relatively insignificant in both historical

harvested volume and impact on softwood sawtimber market behavior in western Oregon.

Log trade with regions outside western Oregon: Log markets outside of western Oregon

are important when considering the local log market reaction to management policies in western

Oregon. However, there is a trade-off between the level of detail desired for a specific region and

the number of regions modeled. The forest resource and producer and consumer behavior in

western Oregon are treated with relative detail in this study, while relationships in import and

export markets are accounted for with less precision. To maintain a flavor of interstate and

international log trade, markets outside western Oregon are assumed to demand (supply)

softwood sawtimber from (to) western Oregon according to historic price response behavior

and/or quantity traded. These log markets are not modeled as economic systems and their forest

resources are not considered explicitly.

Export demand contributes to the surplus objective function as the area under the demand

function integrated to the quantity exported less the product of price and export quantity. Foreign

and domestic (Washington and California) regions are considered as separate export demand

9
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regions. The quantity of softwood sawtimber demanded from western Oregon by foreign demand

regions is determined by price sensitive periodic export demand functions. Export volume to

neighboring states is specified exogenously in each period according to historical levels.

Import supply contributes to the objective function as the product of price and import

quantity less the area under the import supply function integrated to the import quantity of

softwood sawtimber. The quantity supplied to western Oregon from neighboring states is

determined by a price sensitive linear periodic import supply function. Aggregate import volume

from other supply regions (e.g. Canada) is specified exogenously for each projection period.

Export demand and import supply functions, as well as fixed trade quantities, do not change form

or shift during the simulation horizon.

Terminal conditions: Terminal conditions assume that for all periods past the last

simulation period, into infinity, the forest is fully regulated with inventory levels equal to the

growing stock at the end of the last simulation period. Periodic harvest from this inventory is

estimated using von Mantel's formula (Davis and Johnson 1987). For all periods beyond the

simulation horizon, western Oregon and export log demand and import supply functions,

management costs, and harvest levels from public lands are assumed to retain their values from

the last simulation period. This terminal inventory condition and the resulting periodic consumer

and producer surplus are assumed to continue in perpetuity once past the last simulation period.

The NPV of this infinite series of periodic timber harvests contributes to the objective function at

the end of the last simulation period. The last simulation period is distant enough that results for

the first 50 years are not significantly impacted by the terminal condition assumptions.

Solution method: The sum of producer and consumer surplus is maximized in a single

product market at the point where the marginal revenue of producing an additional unit on the

supply side equals the marginal willingness to pay on the demand side. This problem could be

solved with an explicit optimal control formulation (calculus-based marginal analysis), as shown

by Lyon and Sedjo (1983). Due to the size and complexity of the problem, a variant of the

simplex method for non-linear progranmiing problems is used. This algorithm preserves the

optimal control behavior of a calculus-based formulation and allows useful modeling flexibility.
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Timber inventory: The 1995 private forest inventory in western Oregon is assumed to be

represented by the 1994 update of the 1987-88 private forest inventory in western Oregon

performed by the Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) group (McKay et al. 1998, USDA-FS

1989). These FIA data were collected using a double sampling technique with the primary and

secondary samples on permanent grids. The primary sample for a given plot is composed of up to

five sample points distributed over 2.7 hectares within a secondary plot. The data from these

primary sample points is then used to estimate the condition classes at the larger secondary plot

level (see USDA-FS 1989). The FIA plot data refers to the secondary plots. This inventory data

provides the following variables used to describe the stratified forest acreage: stand age cohort,

county, owner, primary species, site class, resource zone, stream proximity and class, and slope

class. Each FIA inventory plot represents a given number of acres with the accompanying

descriptive strata in western Oregon. The total inventory acreage from these stratified FIA plots is

used as the beginning forest inventory in the model. Accordingly, there are 789 forest plots

representing 5,810,224 acres of privately owned timberland in western Oregon distributed among

the three ownership groups as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Total beginning (1995) inventory acreage by age cohort and private ownership group.

0T019 20T039 40TO59 60T079 80T099 100PLUS

age cohort

industry iJ industry-like other nonindustrial

11
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Stand yield: Per acre merchantable timber yield depends on the stand age, geographic

region, owner, tree species, site class, growing stock, and management intensity (i.e. these

descriptive variables define the condition class for a given stand). Per acre growing stock for

stands existing in the inventory at the start of the simulation is listed as an FIA plot parameter.

Future yields for these stands are determined using a stocking ratio and approach to normal

equation. The stocking ratio is developed using the current FIA growing stock and stand yields

listed in Anderson et al. (1994). An average per acre growing stock value is derived for all FIA

plots falling in a given condition class (combination of descriptive variables). The ratio of this

value and the volume for a normal stand in this condition class is considered the initial approach

to normal index. This index approaches one through time according to linear approach to normal

equations developed using parameters from Mills (1989). Stand yield for all acres in a given

condition class is the product of the normal yield and this approach to normal index through time.

Yield is distributed among softwood and hardwood products with the fixed proportions used by

Adams et al. (1996a) for the western Pacific Northwest region.

The same approach to normal methods as used for existing stand yields are used to

represent the merchantable yield of regenerated stands. Initial stocking ratios and approach to

normal parameters for these stands depend on owner, species, and site class and are found in

Mills (1989). Yields for regenerated stands are distributed among softwood and hardwood

products with the fixed proportions used by Adams et al. (1 996a) for regenerated stands in the

western Pacific Northwest region. For both existing and regenerated stands, yields are assumed to

remain constant once stand age reaches 100 years. Parameters used in yield data development are

listed in Appendix B Thinning, for management classes where it exists, is performed at fixed

stand ages. Per acre volume thinned is a portion of total stand volume. Commercial thinning ages

and thinned portions of total stand volume depend on the species, site class, and MIC as shown in

Anderson et al. (1994).

Timberstand management costs: Potential stand management costs include planting, site

preparation, precommercial thinning, fertilizing, and final harvesting. Existence and timing of

these activities depends on the species, site class, and MIC of the stand as listed in Appendix C.

Costs ($/acre in 1995) for planting, site preparation, and precommercial thinning were obtained

from Lettman (personal communication, 1998) as follows: trees and plant (north7) = $116; trees

and plant (south) = $117; site prep (north) = $159; site prep (south) = $154; precommercial thin

The north region encompasses western Oregon counties except Douglas, Coos, Curry, Josephine, Jackson,
which define the southern region.



8 Calculated as the weighted average of conversion factors for sawlogs used to produce lumber and
plywood in the western Pacific Northwest region in 1995. These conversion factors are used in the
forthcoming US Forest Service timber assessment (personal communication, Adams 1998). The relative
lumber and plywood production values used for weighting these factors are found in USDA-FS (1974-
1997).
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(both regions) = $93. Fertilization is assumed to cost $75 ($/acre in 1995) as used in Adams et al.

(1992). The regeneration cost, where planting is needed, includes the cost of site preparation and

seedlings. Naturally regenerated stands do not receive site preparation. For stands existing at the

start of the problem, the NPV of the future management costs for each acre is subtracted at the

outset of the simulation. For regenerated stands, the NPV of future management costs is

accounted for at the time of regeneration.

Logging and hauling costs: An average per unit log and haul cost in 1994 dollars was

obtained by using the average site class of FIA inventory acres together with the average small-

end diameter of sawlogs used by mills in western Oregon in 1994. A log and haul cost was

assigned to this average site/diameter stand based on personal communication (personal

communication, Lettman 1998). This value was multiplied by the ratio of 1995 to 1994 log and

haul costs for the western Pacific Northwest region in the forthcoming US Forest Service timber

assessment (personal communication, Adams 1998) to arrive at the 1995 per unit log and haul

cost. In order to account for logging and hauling costs separately, an average hauling cost in 1995

dollars was deducted from this value. The average hauling cost is calculated assuming the

average cost per load (both ways) is $180, and assuming each load contains four mbf (personal

communication, Garland 1998). Costs beyond 1995 for both logging and hauling depend on the

inflation rate for logging and hauling costs. The inflation rate for these costs in each future period

is that used for log and haul costs in the western Pacific Northwest region in the forthcoming US

Forest Service timber assessment (personal communication, Adams 1998). All 1995 board foot

costs are converted to $/cubic foot using a conversion factor of 4.91 board feet per cubic foot8.

Softwood sawtimber demand: The delivered mill price and quantity demanded of softwood

sawtimber in western Oregon are determined endogenously by the TMPO model. A linear

softwood sawtimber demand function is estimated econometrically using time series data for mill

price of softwood sawtimber, price of lumber, milling wage rate, a technology proxy, and

quantity of softwood sawtimber delivered to western Oregon mills. The data series extends from

1965 to 1995. The data sources and demand function estimation procedures are documented in

Appendix D.
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Softwood imports and exports: The data, linear demand and supply functions and fixed

quantity values for export demand and import supply relations are shown in Appendices E and F.

These values remain constant throughout the model horizon.



Management Scenarios

In addition to the base scenario (base case), three scenarios are simulated with the TMPO

model to depict different types of forest management policies aimed at enhancing aquatic

habitat on private lands. These policies limit the management options on acreage up to 40 meters

from both class 1 or class 2 waters. Specifically, timber harvest is either not allowed, allowed

only from commercial thinning, or allowed only after the stand age reaches 80 years. These

policies are intended to simulate those that might provide the desired habitat conditions for

anadramous salmonids on private forestlands in western Oregon. The base scenario is constructed

with no management restrictions other than those inherent in the TMPO model (Appendix A,

equations 2-5).

Scenario one: Existing acres with softwood stands within 17 meters of any class 1 or class

2 water are enrolled in the partial-cutting management intensity class in 1995 without final

harvest. Hardwood acreage within this stream proximity is set aside in 1995 without harvest or

other management activities and costs in perpetuity. The final harvest age on all forest area

between 18 and 40 meters from class 1 or class 2 water must be a minimum of 80 years.

Scenario two: All forest area within 17 meters of any class 1 or class 2 water is set aside in

1995 without harvest or other management activity and costs. Softwood area between 18 and 40

meters of any class 1 or class 2 water is enrolled in the partial-cutting management class in 1995

without a final harvest. Hardwood area within 18 and 40 meters of class 1 or class 2 water is set

aside in 1995 and never harvested or otherwise managed.

Scenario three: All forest area within 40 meters of any class 1 or class 2 water is set aside

without thinning, final harvest, or other management activities and costs during the

simulation period.

15



Simulation Results

Base case: Figure 2 shows that in 1995 about 18 percent of privately owned forested acres

within 40 meters of either class of water have timber stands at least 60 years old. This value drops

to about 3 percent by 2045. The initial age class distribution for all privately owned acres is

nearly identical to that for streamside acres (see Figure 3). These data suggest forest owners, in

aggregate, had been harvesting the 40 meter riparian area the same as the rest of the forest.

About 21 percent of all privately owned forest acres in western Oregon contain stands 60 years

old or more in 1995. This value drops to 6 percent by 2045 because without further constraints

the TMPO model will choose to cut stands at the economically optimal age unless they are

enrolled in partial cutting.

During the period from 1995 to 2045, 82 percent of all harvested acres are regenerated with

the Douglas-fir species. Of these acres, TMPO chooses to manage 93 percent under the plant-

only prescription and 7 percent with precommercial and/or commercial thinning Given the stand

yield and cost data, increased yield that would result from more intensive management is not

worth the additional cost. Mainly to satisfy the hardwood acreage constraint (Appendix A,

equation 5), 18 percent of all harvested acres are naturally regenerated with the red alder species.

Regenerated stands are harvested at an average age of 42 years.

Of the forest inventory 60 years or older in 1995, 63 percent is harvested in 1995, 15

percent in 2000, 7 percent in 2005, and 2 percent in 2010. These stands are not all harvested in

the first period because the price rises over time, so it is optimal to wait to harvest some stands.

The remaining 13 percent are enrolled in the partial-cutting management class and are therefore

not harvested during the simulation. In the long-run, about 13 percent of private forest acreage

would be composed of stands allowed to progress naturally in the partial-cutting prescription. The

remaining acreage would have stands distributed among age cohorts from 0 to about 42.

About 48 percent of privately owned timber 60 years or older in 1995 is under other

nonidustrial ownership (see Figure 1). Furthermore, about 50 percent of timber under this

ownership is 60 years or older. Accordingly, 31 percent of other nonindustrial acreage is

harvested in 1995 (see Figure 4). The sharp increase in other nonindustrial harvest volume in

2035 coincides with the financial maturity of stands regenerated on acres harvested in 1995. An

additional 8 percent of other nonindustrial acreage has timber in the younger cohorts in 1995 and

is also harvested in 2035.

16



Figure 2. Proportion of privately owned forest acres in western Oregon within 40 meters of class
1 or class 2 water in each age cohort at the beginning of year 2045.
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In contrast, harvest by industrial and industry-like owners remains relatively constant

through time (see Figure 4). This result is expected since these owners' 1995 inventory more

closely resembles a regulated forest with a rotation age between 40 and 59 years (see Figure 1).

Therefore, the uneven flow of total private softwood sawtimber harvest over time shown in

Figure 5 is primarily due to harvest fluctuations by other nonindustrial owners.
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Figure 3. Proportion of privately owned forest acres in western Oregon in each age cohort at the
beginning of year 2045.
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The reduction in harvest volume between 1995 and 2034 causes a steady upward trend in

the softwood sawtimber price, averaging about 3 percent per period (see Figure 6). In 2035, the

log price drops by about 20 percent, due to the large increase in harvest volume, and begins to

climb slowly in the final two periods. A unitary price elasticity9 allows import quantities to

respond to this price trend, rising by about 3 percent from 1995 through 2034 Imports then fall

by 20 percent during the 2035-2039 period and rise again by about 4 percent per period from

2040 through 2049. Imports account for about 9 percent of total western Oregon sawtimber use in

1995. This value climbs steadily to 17 percent by 2034 and then falls to 11 percent for the 2045-

2049 period. Although 88 percent of periodic exports are price sensitive rather than fixed, the

inelastic own-price elasticity (-0.4) of export demand functions causes periodic export quantities

to drop by less than 1 percent. For the 1995-1999 period, 11 percent of sawtimber harvested in

western Oregon is exported. This value steadily climbs to 19 percent for the 2030-2034 period,

then falls back to 11 percent and reaches 13 percent for the 2045-2049 period.

About 94 percent of imported softwood sawtimber is accounted for by price sensitive import supply
functions while the other 6 percent is specified exogenously.
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Figure 4. Softwood sawtimber harvest by private owner (base case) in each period.
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According to the shadow price on the regeneration acreage constraint (Appendix A,

equation 2b), the average value of a bare acre in the base simulation is $2,250 (high site), $1,563

(medium site), and $969 (low site). Since the base simulation does not impose additional

constraints on acres within 40 meters water'0, and yield and cost data do not differ by stream

proximity, the shadow prices on the acreage constraint do not differ by stream

proximity classification.

refers to either class 1 or class 2 water types as defined in the model development section,
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Figure 5. Softwood sawtimber harvest volume from private forests in western Oregon over time
for 4 TMPO simulations. A maximum even-flow result with a 10 percent limit on upward or
downward harvest between adjacent periods is shown for comparison.
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The optimal average harvest age may even be earlier than 41 years using a 6 percent discount rate.
However minimum rotation ages are set at a minimum of 40 years in the TMPO model.

21

A discount rate of 2 percent rather than 4 percent causes the average harvest age for

existing stands to rise by 3 years. The average rotation age on regenerated conifer stands rises by

12 years to equal 54 years. This rotation age reflects that the TMPO model chooses to enroll

nearly half of regenerated acres in management prescriptions with commercial thinning and

fertilization. The regeneration species choice does not change for a 2 percent discount rate. The

shadow price on bare land averages $7,262 (high site), $4,726 (medium site), and $2,981 (low

site). As expected, harvest levels drop in early periods (by 19 percent in the first five years) and

rise in some later periods due to this rate change. Total harvest from private lands is closer to an

even-flow scenario in this case, largely because other nonindustrial owners choose to spread their

older inventory over more early periods. Figure 7 shows that the TMPO model evens out total

harvest levels compared to the 4 percent rate scenario, while significant and offsetting harvest

fluctuations exist for the 2 main landowners.

Alternatively, a discount rate of 6 percent rather than 4 percent causes harvest ages to drop

by about 2 years on existing stands and 1 year on regenerated stands". In this case, only 3 percent

of regenerated acres are enrolled in management prescriptions containing commercial thinning.

Again, the regeneration species choice does not change. th this case, The shadow price on bare

land averages $743 (high site), $513 (medium site), and $317 (low site). Aggregate harvest levels

rise in early periods (by 16 percent in the first five years), causing a different log supply schedule

through time compared to the 4 percent scenario. The higher discount rate causes the harvest

patterns for the two main ownership groups to follow a similar pattern since the industrial group

increases early harvest, producing a harvest flow similar to that of other nonindustrial owners

(see Figure 8). Depending on the discount rate, the forest-wide age class distribution of stands

will shift to younger or older stands. However, changing the discount rate does not alter the age

class distribution of stands on streamside acres for constrained scenarios since the constraints are

still binding.



Figure 7. Softwood sawtimber harvest by private owner (base case) in each period using a 2 percent
discount rate.
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Figure 8. Softwood sawtimber harvest by private owner (base case) in each period using a 6 percent
discount rate.
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Scenario one: The present value of social surplus in the softwood sawtimber log market

drops by about 6 percent when compared to the base case due to added management constraints.

Higher prices and less consumption cause a 20 percent decline in consumer surplus, while

producer surplus falls by 7 percent. Changes in surplus allocated to trade, public harvest, and

terminal conditions are insignificant.

Figure 2 shows that by 2045 there is a sizeable increase in acreage near streams with timber

stands in older age cohorts when compared with both the base simulation in year 2045 and with

the 1995 condition. By 2045, about 63 percent of this acreage contains stands older than 59 years,

38 percent contains stands older than 79 years, and 17 percent contains stands older than 99 years.

At the forest-wide level, the percent of acreage over age 59 increases to only 7 percent from 6

percent in the base case.

Scenario one constraints do not significantly alter the species choice for regeneration of

acreage within 40 meters water; about 70 percent Douglas-fir and 30 percent red alder. However,

these constraints cause a notable change in the management decision for regenerated acres within

40 meters of water. Of the acreage regenerated to Douglas-fir stands, 11 percent is managed

under the plant only prescription (compared to 90 in the base case), 13 percent is enrolled in

plant, commercial thin, 53 percent in plant, precommercial thin, commercial thin, and the final 22

percent in the plant, partial-cut prescription. Virtually all acreage further than 40 meters from

either class of water is managed under the plant only prescription if softwood and natural

regeneration if hardwood.

The average harvest age for regenerated stands within 40 meters of class] or class 2 water

is 80 years (the minimum rotation age for these acres), compared to 43 years in the base case.

There is no significant change in average harvest age for acres further than 40 meters from water

compared to base case values. Since 10 percent of total private forest acreage is within 17 meters

of water, and about 5 percent of remaining acreage is enrolled in the plant, partial-cut

prescription, about 15 percent of all private acres will have stands older than 100 years in the

long-run. The minimum clearcut age of 80 years for acreage between 18 and 40 meters of water

ensures that about 8 percent of total acreage will be split evenly among age cohorts from 0 to 80

years in the long-run. The remaining acreage (77 percent) will eventually be distributed fairly

evenly among age cohorts from 0 to about 42 years.

Softwood sawtimber harvest declines by 12 to 16 percent in each period from 1995 through

2034 compared to the base case (see Figure 5). From 2035 through 2039, periodic harvest is

reduced by only about 3 percent from base case levels. As show in Figure 9, scenario one

constraints reduce the volume harvested within 40 meters of water by an average of 75 percent



per period from 1995 through 2024 from base case levels. In later periods, increased thinning

volume from more intensive management allows harvest on these acres to come closer to base

case levels in the later periods.

Figure 9. Softwood sawtimber harvest volume from private forest acreage within 40 meters of
class 1 or class 2 water.
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This reduction in harvest causes log prices to rise by about 6 percent compared to the base

case in periods from 1995 through 2034. For periods 2035 through 2049, log prices are about 2

percent higher than in the base case. In response to this price movement, imports increase by 6

percent in the 1995-1999 period as compared to the base case. This increment steadily declines

through time, falling to 1 percent for the 2045-2049 period as prices converge to base case levels.

Exports drop by about 1 percent in each period compared to the base case. The increase in

sawtimber price causes a 2 to 3 percent increase in the average shadow price on the regeneration

acreage constraint for acreage further than 40 meters from water compared to base

24
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This shadow price reflects the bareland value of harvested acres only. When management constraints

prevent an acre from being clearcut, the impact on asset value is not reflected by this shadow price.
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case values. However, this value drops by 50 to 80 percent for acreage within 40 meters of water

compared to base case values12.

Scenario two: Scenario two management constraints cause an 8 percent reduction in the

present value of log market surplus from the base case level. The present value of consumer

surplus drops by 28 percent compared to the base run and is between 23 and 33 percent lower in

each period until 2045, when the difference is 8 percent. The present value of producer surplus is

10 percent less than in the base case. Compared to base case levels, producer surplus drops by 5

percent in 1995 and 2045 and by 12 to 17 percent between 2010 through 2034.

By 2045, all acres within 40 meters of water have stands at least 40 years old (see Figure

2). About 82 percent of these acres contain stands older than 59 years, 56 percent have stands

older than 79 years, and 28 percent have stands older than 99 years. As a result of this increase in

stream buffer stand age, 15 percent of total forest acreage has stands older than 79 years and 8

percent has stands over 99 years by 2045 (see Figure 3). No artificial regeneration takes place on

acres within 40 meters of water since they are either set aside or enrolled in partial-cutting

management in 1995. As in scenario one, the regeneration species and management choices for

acreage further than 40 meters from water do not change notably from the base case.

In the long run, 19 percent of total private acreage, all acres within 40 meters of water, will

be without any harvest activity in perpetuity. An additional 4 percent of total acres, those further

than 40 meters from water and managed under the partial-cutting prescription, will eventually be

set-aside from management activity. The remaining 77 percent of total private forest acreage will

be distributed fairly evenly among age cohorts from 0 to about 42 years.

Figure 5 shows that softwood sawtimber harvest declines by 14 to 22 percent in each period

when compared to the base case. The increase in harvestable acreage in 2035 is not as

pronounced as in the base case or scenario one since all acres within 40 meters of water are

excluded from final harvest. Removing acres within 18 to 40 meters of water from final harvest

plays a significant role in the reduction in total harvest in periods from 2030 to 2049 and a more

minor role in earlier periods (see Figure 9). As a result, total harvest levels from 2035 to 2049 are

about 15 percent below base levels and 12 percent below scenario one levels.

Consistent with harvest levels, the log price rises by 6 to 7 percent compared to the base

case price from 1995 through 2034. This difference is about 8 percent from 2035 to 2049. As a

result, imports rise by 5 to 8 percent per period compared to base case levels. Again, the inelastic
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export demand keeps periodic exports at scenario one levels. The average shadow price on the

regenerated acreage constraint from 1995 to 2049 for acres further than 40 meters from water

rises by 12 percent compared to the base case. No shadow price on this constraint exists for acres

within 40 meters of water since these acres are not harvested.

Scenario three: Compared to present values in the base case, log market surplus drops 9

percent, consumer surplus falls by 30 percent, and producer surplus falls by 11 percent. Scenario

three management constraints have essentially the same impact on the age distribution for

forested acres as in scenario two (see Figures 2 and 3). Slightly different from scenario two, all

acreage within 40 meters of water (19 percent of total) are set aside in perpetuity from the outset.

Periodic softwood sawtimber harvest declines by 15 to 26 percent compared to base case

levels (see Figure 5). Compared to scenario two, where acreage between 18 and 40 meters of

water could still be partially cut, scenario three harvest levels are reduced by 1 to 5 percent per

period. Responding to the decline in harvest, the sawtimber price rises by 6 to 8 percent from

base case prices in each period from 1995 through 2034 and by about 9 percent from

2035 to 2049.

The price increase causes imports to rise by 6 to 10 percent in each period compared to

base case levels. Periodic imports increase by about 1 percent from scenario two levels. Exports

do not change from scenario two levels. The average shadow price on the regenerated acreage

constraint from 1995 to 2049 for acres further than 40 meters from water rises by 13 percent

compared to the base case. No shadow price on this constraint exists for acres within 40 meters of

water since these acres are not harvested.



Discussion

Results from the TMPO model suggest that improving aquatic habitat by restricting harvest

ages or requiring partial-cutting or set-asides in riparian zones could have a larger relative impact

on consumers' surplus than producers' surplus. Mills pay higher prices for less volume, and may

pass these higher operating costs to the consumers of forest products through higher prices. In

contrast, higher log prices help to offset the reduction in harvest choices for producers. As a

result, the present value of producer surplus falls by 7 to 11 percent when up to 19 percent of the

acres (those within 40 meters of class 1 or class 2 water) are set aside at the outset. Reflecting this

relationship, the average value of a harvested acre further than 40 meters from class] or 2 water

rises by 2 to 13 percent when management restrictions are placed on the riparian acreage. The

decrease in returns from these streamside acres is larger than the increase in returns from non-

riparian acreage in all scenarios.

Restricting management to the partial-cutting prescription without final harvest certainly

leaves owners worse off than facing a minimum clearcut age of 80 years with the freedom to

choose management activities. In fact, partial-cutting results in nearly the same level of producer

surplus as if the acres were set aside at the outset. For example, allowing partial-cutting on

softwood acres between 18 and 40 meters of either class of water increases producer surplus by

about 1 percent from the complete set-aside policy. This result can largely be attributed to

assumptions in the TMPO model. Specifically, thinning ages and management activities other

than final harvest are fixed for existing stands. Hence thinning activity resulting from the

regulatory scenarios may be understated. Likewise, the impact on producer surplus of partial-

cutting constraints is overstated to the degree that the optimal timing and amount of thinning is

not a choice in the TMPO model. Owners are free to choose management activities on

regenerated acres from the set described in Appendix B. While this limited set of management

timing choices is certainly restricting, more options increases the problem size exponentially. As

expected, restricting final harvest ages appears to be a useful way to elicit more intensive

management. Once regenerated, these streamside acres are managed with more thinning activity

in order to extract some value before stand age reaches 80 years.

The age class structure of the initial inventory is very important in determining the impacts

on harvest and surplus levels due to minimum harvest ages and/or management restrictions. For

instance, since 18 percent of streamside acres have stands older than 59 years, 4 percent over 79

years, and 3 percent over 99 years, there is some inventory in each of the first few periods that
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meets the constraints. Having this mature inventory in early periods does a great deal to ease

potential economic impacts of the regulatory constraints. However, the existence of this older

inventory raises the question of whether it would actually be cut rapidly to meet timber demand.

Specifically, if some owners manage forests with objectives other than profit maximization, they

may optimally decide not to harvest older stands at the time shown by the TMPO model.

The only major periodic harvest fluctuation is seen in the other nonindustrial ownership

group. This group owns about 29 percent of total private acreage but nearly 50 percent of all acres

older than 59 years in 1995. Since the TMPO model assumes all private owners behave to

maximize profit, the majority of this mature inventory is harvested in the first two periods. These

owners then have little to harvest until this acreage has mature stands, causing roughly a 40-year

cycle in harvest and sawtimber price levels. The profit maximizing management objective does

not appear to be a good assumption to describe the historical behavior of these owners. A more

accurate assumption would be useful for attaining realistic harvest and inventory structure trends

through time in all scenarios.

Pertaining to future research, behavioral responses by other regions to the forced provision

of quality stream habitat in western Oregon should be examined. There is potential for surplus-

seeking regions to respond in a way that degrades their ecosystems, depending partly on their

ecosystems and timber inventory structure. Simulation results show that imports in a given period

can rise by as much as 10 percent compared to base case values. If unconstrained, higher prices in

the short-term can shorten the harvest ages or otherwise intensify management of these acres.

Without assessing the possible global response to western Oregon policies, the net effect on the

global ecosystem quality is not appropriately addressed.
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Appendix A

This appendix contains subscript and variable definitions and the algebraic formulation of the
objective function and constraints for the TMPO model.

Subscripts:

a age of existing timber stand at beginning of simulation, measured in 5-
year periods (1,2,.. .,N-1 with N-i being the maximum allowed)

c age of timber stand when commercially thinned, measured in 5-year
periods as defined above

d period (5-year) when acreage aggregate is harvested (1 (1995) ,2 ,..,T , N
= never harvested) (periodic harvest split equally amongst years in the
period)

p product (1=softwood sawtimber; 2=softwood pulpwood; 3=softwood
fuelwood; 4=hardwood sawtimber; 5=hardwood pulpwood; 6=hardwood
fuelwood)

h period of last harvest on acreage aggregate, measured in 5 year periods
(0 (not previously harvested), 1 (1995), 2. . . .T) (N signifies the aggregate
is not harvested during the simulation period)

m management intensity class for timber stand (natural regeneration only;
plant only; plant, precornmercial thin; plant, commercial thin; plant,
precommercial thin, commercial thin; plant precommercial thin,
commercial thin, fertilize; plant, partial cut)

ml,m2 management prescription for existing and regenerated stands modeled
with the Model I harvest scheduling structure (an ml or m2 m means
ml or m2 is in the same general MIC category as m)

o ownership class for privately owned forests (industry, industry-like, other
private)

e stream class (no stream; fish-bearing stream within 15 meters; non fish-
bearing stream within 15 meters; fish-bearing stream within 40 meters;
non fish-bearing stream within 40 meters)

f slope class (0-49%, 50-69%, 70+%)

r county group (north coast, north valley, south coast, south valley)

n site class (high, medium, low)

s species class (Douglas-fir, western hemlocklSitka spruce, other
softwoods, red alder, other hardwoods, nonstocked)
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sl,s2 species class for existing and regenerated stands on acres modeled with
the Model I harvest scheduling structure

t,b projection period in simulation, measured in 5-year periods (1 (year
1995),2,...,T)

U ownership class for publicly owned forests (US Forest Service, Bureau
of Land Management, other)

x export demand region (foreign countries and Washington state)

z resource zone (forest, mixed forest/agriculture, mixed forest/urban,
urban)

Endogenous variables:

DD quantity of softwood sawtimber demanded in western Oregon in period t

quantity of softwood sawtimber exported from western Oregon region r
to export region x in period t

DM quantity of logs imported into western Oregon by product class p in
period t

change in softwood sawtimber log processing capacity in western
Oregon in period t

Nla,h,d,,r,o,sl,n,e,f,mls2m2 acres modeled under the Model I harvest scheduling structure that had
stands of age a at the start of the simulation, were last harvested in period
h and are harvested again in period d (if d=N, h is period of last harvest),
region r, ownership class o, had an original species and MIC si and ml,
and were managed as species s2 under MIC m2 in all future rotations

N2a,d,r,o,n,z,e,sm acres modeled under the Model II structure that had stands of age a at the
start of the simulation, were harvested and regenerated d periods after the
start of the problem (N=not during simulation), in region r, from private
ownership group o, site class n, resource zone z, stream class e, species s,
andMlCm

NN2b,d,r,o,nzesm acres modeled under the Model II structure previously regenerated in
period b, harvested and again regenerated d periods from the start of the
problem, in region r, private ownership group o, site class n, resource
zone z, stream class e, species s, and MIC m

Hp,d,r,o,n,z,e,s,m,a volume harvested (non thinning) of product p, d periods after the start of
the problem, in region r, from private owner o, site class n, resource zone
z, stream class e, species s, and MIC m from acres in cohort a in the first
simulation period



ron,z,e,s,m

TVp,d,r,o,s,n,z,e,m,a

NTVd r,o,s,n,z,e,m

THr,o,n,e,s,m

A 'a,r,o,s,n,z,çf,m

A2a,r,o,s,n,z,e,f,m

i discount rate

DTr,t per unit cost for log transport from producing region r to western Oregon
demand region in period t

HGp,u,r,t volume of product p supplied from public ownership u, in region r, time
period t

HW0 minimum percentage of hardwood acres existing at start of problem that
must remain (in aggregate) in each simulation period by ownership

K1 softwood sawtimber log processing capacity in western Oregon at start of
problem

volume harvested (non thinning) of product p in period t, region r, from
private owner o, site class n, resource zone z, stream class e, species s,
andMlCm

volume harvested via commercial thinning of product p, d periods after
the start of the problem, from region r, from private owner o, species s,
site class n, resource zone z, stream class e, and MIC m from acres in
cohort a in the first simulation period

volume harvested via commercial thinning of product p, d periods from
the start of the problem, in region r, from private owner o, species s, site
class n, resource zone z, stream class e, and MIC m

perpetual periodic softwood sawtimber harvest volume in region r from
private ownership o, site class n, stream proximity class e, species class
s, and MIC m (for use in terminal condition)

inventory (acres) existing at start of problem in age cohort a, region r,
private ownership o, species class s, site class n, resource zone z, stream
proximity class e, slope classf, and MIC m that are modeled using the
Model I harvest scheduling structure throughout the simulation

same as Al (above), except these acres are modeled using the Model II
harvest scheduling structure
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PCr,o,n,ms regeneration costs per acre (trees plus planting labor plus site preparation
where applicable) in region r, for owner class o, site class n, MIC m, and
species s

TSr perpetual periodic softwood sawtimber volume delivered from region r
to western Oregon mills from all owners and net of trade (for use in
terminal condition)

Exogenous variables and parameters:

8 periodic rate of depreciation for log processing capacity
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GCEa,r,n,o,s,m

GCNr,n,o,s,m

TCp,r,n,o,s,m

HCI, THCI

KC

NYd,r,o,s,n,m,p

PD,PETX,PM,

Rr,o,s,n,e,m

XYd,a, r,o,s,n,m,p

transport costs for trade into and out of western Oregon in time t

per unit harvest cost for product p harvested from acres in region r, site
class n, owner class o, species s, and MIC m

present value of per acre future management cost for existing stands of
age a at the start of the simulation, in region r, site class n, owner class o,
site class s, and MIC class m

present value of per acre future management cost for stands regenerated
in region r, site class n, owner class o, site class s, and MIC class m

per unit commercial thinning cost for product p, region r, site class n,
owner class o, species s, and MIC m

inflation rate for per unit final harvest and commercial thinning costs in
period t (base year 1995).

cost per unit of volume for softwood sawtimber log processing capacity
in period t

per acre yield (thousand cubic feet) of log product p from final harvest of
regenerated acres d periods old, in region r, ownership class o, species
class s, site class n, and MIC class m

function for softwood sawtimber in western Oregon in time t; export
demand function for softwood sawtimber from western Oregon region r,
by export region x in time t; and import supply function for softwood
sawtimber in time t

average rotation age in last 4 periods of simulation for stands in region r,
private ownership o, species s, site class n, stream class e, and MIC class
m when run without terminal conditions (used as optimal rotation age in
terminal conditions)

per acre yield (thousand cubic feet) from commercial thinning of product
p, on an acre with stands c periods old, of species s, on site class n land,
managed under MIC m

per acre yield (thousand cubic feet) of log product p from final harvest of
acres d periods old, that were age a at the start of the problem, in region
r, ownership class o, species class s, site class n, and MIC class m
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Equations:

1. Objective function (maximize net present value of producer plus consumer surplus in log
market):

T 5(t-1) DD1/5 DErxt/S DMt /5

MAX i+j { { f PD(x)dx + J PE,JX)dX - f PM1
t=1 0 rx 0 0-{(Hp=1,t,r,o,n,ze,s,m,a + NHp=itronzestn )/5 XHCp=i,r,no,s,m17t + DTrI)ron sm e z a

+ [[( Nlah=0tros1=snefm1s2m2 + Nlahtroslnefmls2=sn12)
a f m1m s2 ,n2 h>Oml sl m2m

+ ( + NN2 onzesm )] / 5](PCronms + GCNrOnmS)
z a b<t

+ (( , N2 otIzelin + NlahOdroslsflef ml s2m2 )/5 )(GCEaronms ))It = 1
d>tI(t=1) a z f ,n1ni s2 nz2

+((TVp=itrosnzema + NTVP1tTOSnZem )/5)(TCp=irnosmTHClt + DTr1 )}

TS/5

+ (i.K1/5 )KC, }(( 1-( 1 + i)5 )/i)} + { { 5 PNT (x)dx - 5 PMT
DMT/S

-
{ [{ ( + NN2bNronZesm)

r 0 fl s m e z a b<t

+ ( '11ah0Nros1snefm1s2m2 + Nlah>ONrOslnefmlS2=Sm2 )] / (R,.sn em"5 )1"5]a f m1m s2 m2 ml si m2m

(PCronm + GCNrOPmS ) + (THrne/5 )(HCpirnos HCI + DTr1 )} }

((1 (1 + i)5 )/i)} {( 1 + i)5T /[( 1 + i)5 1])
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2. Timberland balance constraints:

Existing acres modeled with the Model II harvest scheduling structure:

= Va,r,o,n,z,e,s,m
d f

Acres regenerated in a given period under the Model II harvest scheduling
structure:

NN2tdrOflZesm = , , + NN2btronZesm
d>ts m a s m b<ts m

Vt,r,o,e,z

Existing acres modeled with the Model I harvest scheduling structure:

dI(h=O) m1I(m1m)
Nlah=Odrosl=snefmlsm =

Va,r,o,s,n,e,Jm

3. Supply and demand balance constraints for softwood sawtimber logs:

DD = { (Hpitronzesma + 7pitrosnzema)ron z e S Jfl a

+ NHp=itronzesm + NTVPItr0SnZeSm } + + DM - DE Vt
r U r x

4. Log processing capacity:

DD K1(1ö)t +((lö)tAKb
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5. Hardwood acreage:

, , {{ N20,z
s=(red alder or r o n e a d>t m z
other hardwood)

+ NlandrOslnefmlS2m2} + .NlbdronZesm
h>t d>h f ml sls m2 s2 btd>b z

L Y_Nlandroslnefmls2m2}
a ht d>t r a si ml s2s m2

>II1470( (AlarosnZefm +A2arosnZefm))
a s=(redalderor a f z m

other hardwood)

6. Periodic harvest volume from private lands in western Oregon:

6a. Final harvest volume of softwood sawtimber from stands existing at the start of the
problem:

p=l,t,r,o,n,z,e,s,m,a = (T12a,t,r,o,n,z,e,s,m + WlahOfrosl=snefml s2 ,n2 )XYNarosnmp=l
f mlm,n2s2

Vt, r, o, n, z, e, s, m, a

6b Thinning volume of softwood sawtimber from stands existing at the start of the problem:

TVp=ltrosnZema = (N2adronZesm + Nlah=Odrosl=snefml s2m2 )TYp=i,t+a,snm
d>t f m1mm2s2

Vt,r,o,s,n,z,e,m,a

6c. Final harvest volume of softwood sawtimber from stands regenerated during the
simulation:

W1p1,t,r,on,z,e,s,m = ( "p2b,t ,r a a ,z ,e ,s rn 1 a ,s ,n ,rn,p=l
b<t

Vt,r,o,n,e

+ Nla,h,t,roslflefmls2srn2N}c_hrosflrnpl)
h<Tml sl m2rn

Vt, r, o, n,z, e, s, m
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O<h<T ml sl m2m

7. Perpetual periodic log harvest volume (for use in terminal conditions):

Harvested from private forestlands in western Oregon:

THrneosm = { ( XYNarocnmp=1 + NN2bNronZeSm NYNrosnmp=1)
z a b<T

+ ( NlahQNrQslsflefmls2m2XYNarosflmpl
a f m1mm2s2

+ Nlah<TNrGslflefmls2sm2NYNrosflmpl ) } { 2 / Rrosnem / 5) Vr,n, e, o, s,m
ml si m2'm

Supplied to western Oregon demand region:

TSr = i TH?Ocn - DErxT + DMT + HGp=lurT Vr
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6d Thinning volume of softwood sawtimber from stands regenerated during the simulation:

T'171'Tp=1,t,r,o,s,n,z,e,m = ( ITI\T2b,d,r,o,n,z,e,s,mTY'p=1,t_b,r,osn,m
d>t b<t

+ Nla,h,d,r,o,s1,n,e,f,m1s2=s,m2TYp=1,t_h,r,o,s,n,m) Vt, r, o, s,n,z, e,m



MIC 1:
MIC 2:
MIC 3:
MIC4:
MIC 5:
MIC 6:
MIC 7:

Appendix B

This appendix lists the parameters, by the species, site, and management class defining the
given forest aggregate, used to generate stand yield data. Each FIA plot was assigned a
management intensity class (MIC) that represents the future management of the existing stand
(see Appendix C). There are seven possible MICs for existing and new stands:

natural regeneration only
plant only
natural or plant and precommercial thin
plant and commercial thin
plant, precommercial thin, and commercial thin
plant, precommercial thin, commercial thin, and fertilize
plant, partial harvest (15% of stumpage volume harvested each entry)

The following tables lists the parameters used to generate stand yield data for a given
primary species, site class, and MIC. This information was obtained from Anderson et al. (1994).

Table B 1. Management parameters for Douglas-fir (primary species) yield data generationa.

- I I-'A is an acronym for trees per acre. PCT is an acronym for precommercial thinning. CT is an acronym
for commercial thinning. Fertilizations are simulated with 200 lbs./acre of Nitrogen, NA is an acronym for
not applicable.
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Site
Class

Mgt.
Activity

MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 4 MIC 5 MIC 6 MIC 7

High Plant TPA 349 349 349 349 349 349
PCT age (years)
(residual TPA)

NA 13

(250)
NA 13

(265)
13

(250)
NA

CT age (years) NA NA 30 30 32 35,55,
(residual TPA) (145) (145) (155) 75,95
Fertilize age(s) (years) NA NA NA NA 27,37 NA

Med. Plant TPA 362 362 362 362 362 362
PCT age (years) NA 13 NA 13 13 NA
(residual TPA) (250) (270) (265)
CT age (years)
(residual TPA)

NA NA 35
(150)

35
(150)

37
(160)

40,60,
80,100

Fert age(s) (years) NA NA NA NA 32,40 NA
Low Plant TPA 365 365 365 365 365 365

PCT age (years) NA 16 NA 16 15 NA
(residual TPA) (260) (300) (266)
CT age (years)
(residual TPA)

NA NA 35
(150)

35
(150)

42
(151)

45,65,
85

Fert age(s) (years) NA NA NA NA 3 3,47 NA



TPA is an acronym for trees per acre. PCT is an acronym for precommercial thinning. CT is an acronym
for commercial thinning Fertilizations are simulated with 200 lbs./acre of Nitrogen. NA isan acronym for
not applicable.
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Table B2. Management parameters for western hemlock (primary species) yield data generationa
(all stands naturally regenerated).

Site
Class

Mgt.
Activity

MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 4 MIC 5 MIC 6 MIC 7

High Plant TPA NA NA NA NA NA NA
PCT age (years) NA 12 NA 13 10 NA
(residual TPA) (280) (305) (350)
CT age (years)
(residual TPA)

NA NA 30
(200)

30
(200)

30
(200)

35,55,
75,95

Fertilize age(s) (years) NA NA NA NA 35 NA
Med. Plant TPA NA NA NA NA NA NA

PCT age (years) NA 15 NA 15 15 NA
(residual TPA) (283) (324) (325)
CT age (years)
(residual TPA)

NA NA 35
(190)

35
(190)

35
(200)

40,60,
80,10

0
Fert age(s) (years) NA NA NA NA 40,50 NA

Low Plant TPA NA NA NA NA NA NA
PCT age (years) NA 20 NA 20 20 NA
(residual TPA) (290) (300) (300)
CT age (years)
(residual TPA)

NA NA 50
(115)

50
(115)

45
(150)

45,65,
85

Fert age(s) (years) NA NA NA NA 40,50 NA



Table B3. Management parameters for other softwoods yield data generationa.

aTpA is an acronym for trees per acre. PCT is an acronym for precommercial thinning. CT is an acronym
for commercial thinning. Fertilizations are simulated with 200 lbs/acre of Nitrogen. NA is an acronym for
not applicable.
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Site
Class

Mgt.
Activity

MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 4 MIC 5 MIC 6 MIC 7

High Plant TPA 708 708 708 708 NA 708
PCT age (years) NA 15 NA 15 NA NA
(residual TPA) (283) (324)
CT age (years)
(residual TPA)

NA NA NA 35
(190)

NA 35,55,
75,95

Fertilize age(s) NA NA NA NA NA NA
(years)

Med. Plant TPA 433 433 433 433 NA 433
PCT age (years) NA 20 NA 20 NA NA
(residual TPA) (280) (320)
CT age (years)
(residual TPA)

NA NA NA 40
(180)

NA 40,60,
80,100

Fert age(s) (years) NA NA NA NA NA NA
Low Plant TPA 404 404 404 404 NA 404

PCT age (years) NA 25 NA 25 NA NA
(residual TPA) (265) (270)
CT age (years)
(residual TPA)

NA NA NA 50
(120)

NA 45,65,
85

Fert age(s) (years) NA NA NA NA NA NA



Table B4. Management parameters for red alder" (primary species) yield data generationa (all
stands naturally regenerated).

bTO model effects on PNBA of precommercial thinning, the PNBA is adjusted beginning in the PCT
period, in addition to the PNBA reduction specified in the annual reduction (see table), using the following
function:
PNBA(p+l) = A + B*PNBA(p), where p=period.

PNBA is an acronym for percent normal basal area. PCT is an acronym for precommercial thinning.

Table B5. Management parameters for other hardwoodsa yield data generationa (all stands
naturally regenerated).

"Yield for other hardwood stands was estimated using non-linear regression together with yield table data
for the species comprised in other hardwood stands (% of western red cedar, noble fir, grand fir, and
lodgepole pine varies by site class, see Anderson et al. (1994)). The resulting stand yield function is:
Volume(MCF)/acre = (stand age)A(Bstand age)C/D.
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Site
ClassClass

Management ActivitySite Management Activity MIC 1 MIC 3MIC 1 MIC 3

High Yield equation parametersb A, B C, DHigh Yield equation parametersb A, B C, D 1.6, 170, 1.18, 35 1.5, 189, 1.31, 501.6, 170, 1.18, 35 1.5, 189, 1.31, 50
Med Yield equation parameters" A, B C, DMed Yield equation parameters" A, B C, D 1.7, 170, 1.18,75 1.6, 180, 1.21,611.7, 170, 1.18,75 1.6, 180, 1.21,61
Low Yield equation parametersb A, B C, DLow Yield equation parametersb A, B C, D 1.7, 170, 1.18, 95 1.6, 175, 1.17, 601.7, 170, 1.18, 95 1.6, 175, 1.17, 60

.5%
(age to begin PNBA reduction) 55 yrs. 55 yrs.
PNBA parametersb A, B NA 0.02, 1.02

Low PCT age (years) NA 20
(residual PNBA) (85%)
PNBA parametersb A, B NA 0.04, 1.01
Annual reduction in PNBA 0.5% 1.5%
(age to begin PNBA reduction) 60 yrs. 60 yrs.



Appendix C

Each FIA plot representing privately owned forest acreage is assumed to be managed (until
harvested) according to its assigned management intensity class (MIC). Each plot is assigned an
MIC, depending on FIA data where possible, such that the MIC distribution is consistent with
Sessions (1994) for industrially (and industry-like) owned plots and Adams et al. (1992) for other
privately owned plots. The resulting MIC classes and distribution statistics for existing stands
follow.

MIC classes
MIC 1: natural regeneration only
MIC 2: plant only
MIC 3: natural or plant and precommercial thin
MIC 4: plant and commercial thin

plant, precommercial thin, and commercial thin
plant, precommercial thin, commercial thin, and fertilize
plant, partial harvest (15% of stumpage volume harvested each entry)

MIC distribution for industry (and industry-like) acres

Summary statistics
Portion of total industry/industry-like acreage in each MI class for western Oregon FIA plots:

MIC 1 0.094, MIC 2 = 0.295, MIC 3 = 0.471, MIC 4 = 0.036 , MIC 5 = 0.023,
MIC 6 = 0.036, MIC7 = 0.044

Regional distribution statistics (regions defined by Sessions (1994))

North Coast Region (Clatsop, Columbia, Tillamook, Washington, Yamhill, Lincoln, Polk,
Benton):
Total plots = 174, Total acres = 1,330,767.8

Willamette Region (Multnomah, Hood River, Clackamas, Marion, Linn):
Total plots = 79, Total acres = 598,756.6
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MIC 1 MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 4 MIC 5 MIC 6 MIC 7
FIA plots 12 82 60 9 9 0 2
Acres 100,566 630,224 449,953 68,081 67,259 0 14,685
% acres 0.076 0.474 0.338 0.051 0.051 0 0.011

MIC 1 MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 4 MIC 5 MIC 6 MIC 7
FIA plots 6 27 16 9 0 19 2
Acres 45,293 206,964 121,725 72,147 0 140,767 11,860
% acres 0.076 0.346 0.203 0.120 0 0.235 0.020



Eugene Region (Lane):
Total plots = 77, Total acres = 586,182.0

Roseburg Region (Douglas):
Total plots = 90, Total acres = 730,073.6

South Coast Region (Coos, Cuny):
Total plots = 84, Total acres = 541,052.9

Medford Region (Joshephine, Jackson):
Total plots = 45, Total acres = 376,557.4
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MIC 1 MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 4 MIC 5 MIC 6 MIC 7
FIA plots 5 52 15 0 3 1 1

Acres 46,738 390,313 111,536 0 23,142 7,227 7,227
% acres 0.080 0.666 0.190 0 0.039 0.012 0.012

MIC 1 MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 4 MIC 5 MIC 6 MIC 7
FlAplots 8 0 77 1 1 0 3

Acres 61,613 0 626,649 10,250 6,184 0 25,377
% acres 0.084 0 0.858 0.015 0.008 0 0.035

MIC 1 MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 4 MIC 5 MIC 6 MIC 7
FIA plots 18 0 66 0 0 0 0
Acres 114,637 0 426,416 0 0 0 0
% acres 0.212 0 0.788 0 0 0 0

MIC 1 MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 4 MIC 5 MIC 6 MIC 7
FIA plots 3 0 27 0 0 0 15
Acres 24,062 0 226,668 0 0 0 125,828
% acres 0.064 0 0.602 0 0 0 0.334



Other privately owned acres

Summary statistics
Portion of total industry/industry-like acreage in each Ml class for western Oregon FIA plots:

MIC 1 = 0.776, MIC 2 = 0.040, MIC 3 = 0.114, MIC 4 = 0.000 , MIC 5 = 0.000,
MIC 6 = 0.007, MIC7 = 0.073

Distribution statistics by site class and age group (distribution groups defined by Adams et al.
(1992))

High site, less than 30 years of age:
Total plots = 21, Total acres = 148,452.5

Medium site, less than 30 years of age:
Total plots = 28, Total acres = 182,435.6

Low site, less than 30 years of age:
Total plots = 32, Total acres = 248,499.9

All site classes, greater that or equal to 30 years of age:
Total plots = 188, Total acres = 1,293,746.4
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MIC 1 MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 6 MIC 7
FlAplots 21 1 5 1 0
Acres 103,880 5,717 33,139 5,717 0
% acres 0.70 0.039 0.223 0.039 0

MIC 1 MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 6 MIC 7
FlAplots 18 1 6 1 2
Acres 114,004 5,801 42,502 7,077 13,052
% acres 0.625 0.032 0.233 0.039 0.072

MIC 1 MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 6 MIC 7
FlAplots 22 2 6 0 2
Acres 173,482 11,168 43,460 0 20,391
% acres 0.698 0.045 0.175 0 0.082

MIC 1 MIC 2 MIC 3 MIC 6 MIC 7
FIA plots 149 8 16 0 15
Acres 1,044,038 51,533 94,428.4 0 103,747
% acres 0.807 0.040 0.073 0 0.080



Appendix D

This appendix explains the data and econometric procedures used to derive the softwood
sawtimber demand function. Data from 1965 to 1995 are used to estimate this function. The
explanatory variables in this function are determined by derived demand theory. The quantity of
logs demanded thus depends on log price (pi), the price of milling output (po), the cost of milling
labor (w), log processing capacity (c), and a proxy for technology equal to the time period (z)'3. A
linear log demand function is assumed rather than assuming a functional form for the milling
output production function to derive the form of the log demand function.

The demand equation for softwood sawtimber logs is:

q=a+f3pi+8po+&v, +6c1+öz1 [Dl]
(-) (+) (+) (+) (-)

where

The quantity of softwood sawtimber logs demanded by western Oregon mills equals the
total softwood sawtimber harvest, less exports, plus imports. Total (all log types) harvest
volume data from 1965 to 1995 were provided by Lettman (personal communication,
1998). This value was multiplied by the product of the proportion of mill usage
comprised of softwood logs and the proportion of western Oregon harvest used in
western Oregon sawtimber mills (100% less percent used for pulp less percent exported).
The proportion of mill usage comprised of softwood, the percentage of softwood used to
produce pulp, and the percentage of softwoods (from western Oregon) exported off-shore
were obtained from the various Oregon's Forest Products Industry (USDA-FS, 1974-
1997) reports. Data between (and before/beyond) report years are derived by linear
interpolation (extrapolation). Western Oregon log export volumes to Washington and
California were obtained from the various issues of the Washington Mill Survey (State of
Washington DNR, 1974-1992) and California's Forest Products Industry (USDA-FS,
1984-1997) reports.

Pit Softwood sawtimber log prices in western Oregon are considered as "delivered", or
"mill" prices (stumpage plus log and haul costs). These prices are assumed to equal the
mill prices for the western Pacific Northwest region. The time series data for these prices
are used in the forthcoming US Forest Service timber assessment (personal
communication, Adams 1998).

POt Milling output price is represented by lumber prices in western Oregon. These prices are
assumed to equal lumber prices in the western Pacific Northwest region. The time series
data for these prices are used in forthcoming US Forest Service timber assessment
(personal communication, Adams 1998).

w Milling labor costs are represented by the average weekly wage rate for employees in the
lumber and wood products industry (standard industrial classification 24) obtained from

13
Much of the data are originally listed in board foot units. Since the modeluses cubic feet, all time series

data conversion are made with period-specific conversion factors. These factors are developed for years
from 1965 to 1995 using the same methodology described for creating the conversion factor in the logging
and hauling cost data section.
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various editions of Oregon Covered Employment and Payrolls by Industry and County
(Oregon Department of Employment 1966-1996).

c, Log processing capacity is derived by first converting total log usage, q, to the quantity
of log products produced (in input quantities). This conversion utilizes a weighted
average overrun factor weighted by the relative quantities of lumber and plywood
produced in western Oregon. Overrun factors through time for both plywood and lumber
production are those used for the western Pacific Northwest region in the forthcoming US
Forest Service timber assessment (personal communication, Adams 1998). A weighted
average overrun factor is developed for western Oregon using the relative quantities of
plywood and lumber produced in the region through time. This western Oregon
production data is obtained from American Plywood Association (1994, 1995, 1996) and
Western Wood Products Association (1980-1996). This output equivalent quantity of
logs is then multiplied by an output capacity factor to arrive at the log processing
capacity, (c), in western Oregon through time. The output capacity factor is the average
of the ratio of lumber production capacity to lumber produced and the ratio of plywood
production capacity to plywood capacity produced, weighted again by the relative
quantities of lumber and plywood produced in western Oregon. These capacity and
production levels for lumber and plywood through time are again those used for the
western Pacific Northwest region in the forthcoming US Forest Service timber
assessment (personal communication, Adams 1998).

Zt the year (t) is used as a proxy for milling technology.

The following 5 steps explain the econometric estimation of the demand function.

Step 1:
Since P4 and c are most likely determined jointly in the log and log product markets, the time
series data for these variables are not used directly to estimate equation [Dl]. The two-stage least
squares (2SLS) estimation procedure (instrumental variables) is used to derive consistent
parameters for these endogenous variables. Instruments include all other RHS variables as well as
the lagged log price, Pit-i' lagged quantity, qti, 10-year Treasury bond rate, and normalized lagged
US gross domestic product (GDP).

Step 2:
The 2SLS regression of [Dl] yields the following results:

q -607.29 363.51 Plt + 372.37 POt + 93.97w + 0.52 c + 1.76 [D2]
(t-stat) (-0.71) (-1.04) (1.36) (2.20) (1.26) (0.13)

Adjusted R-squared 0.85; Durbin-Watson statistic 0.573
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Step 3:
The relatively low Durbin-Watson statistic from [D2] suggests the error terms are autocorrelated.
This is corrected by treating the error term as a first-order autoregressive process (AR( 1)).
Furthermore, the low t-statistic for Pit suggests it may be highly correlated with another variable.
Since the correlation coefficient between c and Pit 15 0.91, c is omitted from the log demand
function. The results of these modifications to [Dl] are:

q = 94.00 74.77 Plt + 232.18 POt + ll7.l9w [D3]
(t-stat) (0.13) (-0.43) (1.66) (2.53)

+ 60.71 z + 0.89 AR(l)
(-1.41) (7.71)

Adjusted R-squared 0.84; Durbin-Watson statistic 1.50

Step 4:
Given the low t-statistic for Pit lfl [D3], the proxy for technology, z, was removed from the
demand function and instrument list since it is highly correlated with other useful instruments and
not helpful in describing fluctuations in Plt. This modification produced the following results:

q = 312.89 609.89 Pit + 496.56 POt + 86.14w + 0.45 AR(1) [D4]
(t-stat) (0.71) (-7.04) (4.25) (1.88) (2.51)

Adjusted R-squared 0.85; Durbin-Watson statistic 1.87

Step 5:
While the coefficient on w has the correct sign, this variable is dropped from the function in
order to simplify the functional form implemented in the TMPO model. The resulting demand
function for softwood sawtimber logs is shown as [D5]. This functional form and the coefficient
values are used in the TMPO model. The final instrument list includes: qt-i, POt, Pit, TBOND, and
GDP.

q = 1114.88 598.00Plt+584.27POt +0.47AR(1) [D5]
(t-stat) (9.01) (-6.14) (5.03) (2.78)

Adjusted R-squared 0.84; Durbin-Watson statistic 1.76
Own-price elasticity at sample means for q and p1 -0.79



million cubic feet

Appendix E

Export quantities (million cubic feet of softwood sawtimber) to foreign demand regions (r)
in each time period (t), qr,t, are determined by price sensitive linear demand functions: qr,t =
intercept + slope*pt, where Pt 1S the mill price of softwood sawtimber in time t determined by the
model. The intercept and slope for these functions are developed using the 1995 delivered mill
price for softwood sawtimber, export quantity data for 1995. and an assumed price elasticity. The
delivered mill price for softwood sawtimber in 1995 is that used for the western Pacific
Northwest region in the forthcoming US Forest Service timber assessment (personal
communication, Adams 1998). Export volume in 1995 from both the north and south coast
county groups to the foreign demand region is found in (Warren, 1996). All exports from western
Oregon to the foreign demand region are shipped from the coastal county groups. The price
elasticity for foreign export demand, -0.4, is assumed to be the own-price elasticity of export
demand from the Pacific Northwest-westside region in the FASOM (Adams et al. 1996a, personal
communication, Adams 1998) and also derived by Gallagher (1980)'.

Periodic sawtimber exports to domestic regions are exogenous and do not vary over the
simulation horizon. These volumes are insignificant and invariant enough not to warrant a
demand function. There are no exports reported from western Oregon to central or eastern
Oregon. Sawtimber export volume to Washington in 1995 comes from the north coast county
group and is assumed to equal 2% of this county group's total harvest (State of Washington
1992, personal communication, Lettman 1998). Sawtimber exports to California in 1995 are
assumed to be the same as the 1994 values in USDA-PS (1984-1997). Any misspecification is
these functions or exogenous quantities should not have a significant impact of simulation results
due to the historical insignificance of export compared to western Oregon demand quantities. The
resulting export demand functions/fixed quantities are summarized in Table El.

Table El. Linear export demand function parameters and fixed annual export quantity values.
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14
As a supportive note, -0.4 is also the own-price elasticity derived by regressing western Oregon mill

price on total foreign export volume from 1965 to 1995 using ordinary least squares.

County group Export (to) region Intercept Slope Fixed quantity/yr.1
North Coast Foreign 25.511 -2.984 0
North Valley Foreign 0 0 0
South Coast Foreign 27.348 -3.199 0
South Valley Foreign 0 0 0
North Coast Domestic 0 0 9.326
North Valley Domestic 0 0 0
South Coast Domestic 0 0 2.442
South Valley Domestic 0 0 1.106



Appendix F

Softwood sawtimber imports from Washington are assumed to enter the north coast county
group'5 Imports from California are assumed to enter the south coast county group. The
quantities (million cubic feet) supplied by each region (r) in each time period (t), qr,t, are
determined by linear, price sensitive import supply functions: qr,t = intercept + slope*pt, where Pt
is the mill price of softwood sawtimber in time t determined by the model. The intercept and
slope for these functions are developed using the 1995 delivered mill price for softwood
sawtimber, import quantity data for 1995, and an assumed price elasticity. The delivered mill
price for softwood sawtimber in 1995 is that used for the western Pacific Northwest region in the
forthcoming US Forest Service timber assessment (personal communication, Adams 1998).
Import volumes from California and Washington in 1995 are assumed to be the values reported
for 1994 in USDA-FS (1984-1997). Since no estimates exist for the price elasticity of logs
exported from Washington or California, a unitary elasticity is assumed'6. Periodic imports into
western Oregon from foreign suppliers represent only 5% of all imports and are exogenous
throughout the simulation. The annual import quantity is assumed to be that from 1994 as listed
in USDA-FS (1984-1997). All foreign imports are assumed to enter the north coast county
region6. The import supply functions/fixed quantities are listed in Table Fl.

Table Fl. Linear import supply function parameters and fixed annual import quantity values.
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'
The county group actually receiving the imports is inconsequential since all quantities are aggregated to

the western Oregon demand region.

County group Import (from) region Intercept Slope Fixed quantity/yr.'
North Coast Washington 0.000 18.598 0.000
North Coast Foreign 0.000 0.000 25.922
South Coast California 0.000 12.669 0.000


